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The History of The Quranic Text: from Revelation to Compilation

2008-01-01

this expansive book provides unique insights into the holy text s immaculate preservation as well as exploring many of the accusations leveled against it the reception of divine revelations
prophet muhammad s role in disseminating and compiling these verses and the setting of the text s final external shape are scientifically examined alongside such topics as the origins of arabic the
so called mushaf of ibn masud and the strict methodology employed in assembling textual fragments by way of comparison the author investigates the histories of the old and new testaments
relying entirely on judeo christian sources and uncovers a startling range of alterations in the biblical scriptures using this as a springboard he illustrates convincingly that western research into
islam s holy book is motivated by more than mere curiosity and has no scientific bearing on the quran s integrity this monumental effort a scholarly work composed in an impassioned tone
provides a welcome foundation for sincere study at a time when assailing the quran has become all too common

Rethinking Quranic Studies

2010-06-11

the book proposes a critical methodology in quranic studies based on human and social studies it suggests that a rational rethinking of the quran is a prerequisite for the liberation of muslim
societies from closed dogmatism

UNDERSTANDING THE HOLY QURAN (SOME REFLECTIONS)

2011-01-01

still in its infancy because of the overly conservative views and methods assumed by the majority of scholars working in it since the mid 19th century the field of early islamic and quranic
studies is one in which the very basic questions must nowadays be addressed with decision accordingly this book tries to resituate the qur ān at the crossroads of the conversations of old to which
its parabiblical narratives witness and explores how muhammad s image which was apparently modelled after that of the anonymous prophet repeatedly alluded to in the qur ān originally
matched that of other prophets and or charismatic figures distinctive in the late antique sectarian milieu out of which islam gradually emerged moreover it contends that the quranic noah
narratives provide a first hand window into the making of muhammad as an eschatological prophet and further examines their form content purpose and sources as a means of deciphering the
scribal and intertextual nature of the qur ān as well as the jewish christian background of the messianic controversy that gave birth to the new arab religion the previously neglected view that
muhammad was once tentatively thought of as a new messiah challenges our common understanding of islam s origins

The Quranic Noah and the Making of the Islamic Prophet

2015-09-25

the islamic world is an outstanding guide to islamic faith and culture in all its geographical and historical diversity written by a distinguished international team of scholars it elucidates the history
philosophy and practice of one of the world s great religious traditions its grounding in contemporary scholarship makes it an ideal reference source for students and scholars alike edited by
andrew rippin a leading scholar of islam the volume covers the political geographical religious intellectual cultural and social worlds of islam and offers insight into all aspects of muslim life
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including the qur an and law philosophy science and technology art literature and film and much else it explores the concept of an islamic world what makes it distinctive and how uniform is
that distinctiveness across muslim geographical regions and through history

The Islamic World

2013-10-23

in the western imagination islamic cultures are dominated by dogmatic religious norms that permit no nuance those fighting such stereotypes have countered with a portrait of islam s medieval
golden age marked by rationality tolerance and even proto secularism how can we understand islamic history culture and thought beyond this dichotomy in this magisterial cultural and
intellectual history thomas bauer reconsiders classical and modern islam by tracing differing attitudes toward ambiguity over a span of many centuries he explores the tension between one strand
that aspires to annihilate all uncertainties and establish absolute uncontestable truths and another competing tendency that looks for ways to live with ambiguity and accept complexity bauer
ranges across cultural and linguistic ambiguities considering premodern islamic textual and cultural forms from law to quranic exegesis to literary genres alongside attitudes toward religious
minorities and foreigners he emphasizes the relative absence of conflict between religious and secular discourses in classical islamic culture which stands in striking contrast to both present day
fundamentalism and much of european history bauer shows how islam s encounter with the modern west and its demand for certainty helped bring about both islamicist and secular liberal
ideologies that in their own ways rejected ambiguity and therefore also their own cultural traditions awarded the prestigious leibniz prize a culture of ambiguity not only reframes a vast range of
islamic history but also offers an interdisciplinary model for investigating the tolerance of ambiguity across cultures and eras

A Culture of Ambiguity

2021-06-08

in an age of continued middle east volatility religious extremists and terrorist threats the mere mention of islam and muslims too often provokes misunderstanding and even rancor often
overlooked are the important links between the qur an and the bible also ignored are the significant historical overlap between islamic interpretation of history with those of christianity and
judaism including the monotheistic belief in a single god islam is too often confusing and even opaque to those unfamiliar with it the handy islam answer book is clearly and eloquently written
by john renard ph d a scholar of islam with more than 40 years of research and teaching experience he provides detailed descriptions of the history beliefs symbols rituals observations customs
leaders and organization of the world s second largest religion renard explains the significance of the five pillars muhammad various sects the qur an islamic law and much more this engaging
primer is a resource for reliable information about islam and muslims and it brings an understanding of the shared humanity that joins muslims and non muslims far more deeply than cultural or
religious differences separate them truly a must have reference for our changing and trying times this user friendly guide answers nearly 800 questions and offers fun facts that cover islamic
history religious practices and muslim cultural perspectives including when did islam begin why is mecca a holy city for muslims do muslims worship muhammad what was the fate of medieval
christian pilgrims to the holy land what do muslims mean by the term allah what does the crescent moon and star symbol mean to muslims what is the muslim call to prayer is it similar to
church bells do muslims believe that god tests people does muhammad play a role in islamic spirituality in a manner similar to jesus role in christianity is jihad a legal concept for muslims is it true
that muhammad both preached and engaged in military campaigns do muslims christians and jews worship the same god why do jews christians and muslims all claim parts of israel palestine as
holy land why do some people such as the taliban not want girls to get an education does islam require wearing face veils does islam have theologians like augustine and thomas aquinas and the
other great christian thinkers is there any similarity between muslim and christian art muslims are diverse and they have a vast spectrum of views about islam the handy islam answer book aims
for understanding which is the first step to uniting instead of dividing this helpful books provides a historic timeline a glossary of commonly used terms a genealogy from adam to muhammad and
beyond a calendar of major observances and a bibliography help further exploration of one of the world s great religions
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The Handy Islam Answer Book

2015-01-19

spirituality rekindled the quest for serenity and self fulfillment explores the attainment of serenity and self fulfillment through a rational spirituality which author nassir h sabah posits is a quality
of being predicated on a sense of connection to the almighty incontrovertible science based and objective evidence for the existence of the almighty is derived from the quran which for non
muslims is to be regarded as a stand alone text that should be judged on its own merits without prejudice or bias based on this and on cognizance of the limitations of present day science dr sabah
makes the case for a spirituality that provides the foundation for a continual immensely beneficial and comprehensive self development spiritually psychologically morally and intellectually
spirituality rekindled the quest for serenity and self fulfillment presents a detailed roadmap for this spirituality

Spirituality Rekindled

2023-04-28

is the quran the word of god is islam the one true faith this book covers the worldview practices and history of islam and the quran this book is designed as an apologetic evangelistic tool for
christians as they come across muslims in their daily lives as well as to inform them as a protection again the misleading media the non muslims need to hear these truths about islam and the
quran so they can have an accurate understanding of the muslim mindset that leads to their actions islam is the second largest religion in the world radical islam has taken the world by storm and
the fake media has genuinely misled their audience for the sake of political correctness this book is not a dogmatic attack on islam and the quran but rather an uncovering of the lies and describing
of the truths the reader will be introduced to the most helpful way of viewing the evidence objectively we will answer the question of whether the quran is a literary miracle as well as is there
evidence that the quran is inspired by god along with is the quran harmonious and consistent and is the quran from god or man we will also examine islamic teachings discuss the need to search
for the truth as well as identify the book of truth we will look at how islam views the bible finally we will take up the subjects of shariah law the rise of radical islam islamic eschatology and how
to effectively witness to muslims

IS THE QURAN THE WORD OF GOD?

2017-06-27

this volume of collected studies in classical arabic literature and islam opens a window into the fascinating world of medieval muslim scholarship it explores issues in the intellectual heritage of
islam which have universal appeal and are therefore of interest to both specialist and non specialist readers alike

Ideas, Images, and Methods of Portrayal

2005-05-01

this volume explores arab cultural life since world war ii chapters cover topics such as radio tv the press cinema music theatre popular religion belly dance western consumerism sport and the
arabic language
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The Authority of Sunnah

2004

the book is a critique of islamic fundamentalism modernist rationalism and imperialism it argues that there is a firm relationship between islamism and the religion of islam and that muslims today
need a new islamic discourse

Popular Culture in the Arab World

2007

this book advances an islamic political philosophy based on the concept of ihsan which means to do beautiful things the author moves beyond the dominant model of islamic governance advanced
by modern day islamists the political philosophy of ihsan privileges process over structure deeds over identity love over law and mercy and forgiveness over retribution the work invites
muslims to move away from thinking about the form of islamic government and to strive to create a self critical society that defends national virtue and generates institutions and practices that
provide good governance

Islamism: Religion and Ideology

2009

the question of how islamic law regulates the notions of just recourse to and just conduct in war has long been the topic of heated controversy and is often subject to oversimplification in
scholarship and journalism this book traces the rationale for aggression within the islamic tradition and assesses the meaning and evolution of the contentious concept of jihad the book reveals that
there has never been a unified position on what islamic warfare tangibly entails due to the complexity of relevant sources and discordant historical dynamics that have shaped the contours of jihad
onder bakircioglu advocates a dynamic reading of islamic law and military tradition one which prioritises the demands of contemporary international relations and considers the meaning and
application of jihad as contingent on the socio political forces of each historical epoch this book will be of great interest to scholars and students of international law islamic law war and security
studies and the law of armed conflict

Islam and Good Governance

2019-04-08

what is the extraordinary text that is the quran and how does it relate to the life and times of the prophet muhammad how did a legacy so richly varied in faith law and civilization emerge from
the message of the revelation that came to be called islam or submission to god s will this immaculately researched yet thoroughly accessible book offers a journey into the full range of experience
past and present secular and sacred of the diverse people and cultures of the muslim world threads of continuity and change are woven through each chapter to make a coherent narrative
covering a broad variety of themes and topics poets cities and the architecture of mosques are as much a part of the exploration as multiple aspects of scripture the status of women in the faith and
the emergence of a digital community of believers in the aftermath of september 11 2001 understanding what islam is about and what muslims believe is a vital concern across all frontiers a
companion to the muslim world is an attractive venture by distinguished scholars to contribute toward this urgent process of comprehension
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Islam and Warfare

2014-10-30

the critical role of islam in global affairs makes it an increasingly valuable part of the undergraduate curriculum despite this very little consideration has been given to methods of teaching islam
this book brings together leading scholars to offer perspectives on teaching islam to undergraduates

A Companion to the Muslim World

2024-04-15

this book reinterprets the muslim architecture and urban planning of south india looking beyond the deccan to the regions of tamil nadu and kerala the historic coasts of coromandel and malabar
for the first time a detailed survey of the muslim monuments of the historic ports and towns demonstrates a rich and diverse architectural tradition entirely independent from the better known
architecture of north india and the deccan sultanates the book extensively illustrated with photographs and architectural drawings widens the horizons of our understanding of muslim india and
will no doubt pave new paths for future studies in the field

Teaching Islam

2003

in gender and muslim constructions of exegetical authority aisha geissinger examines quotations of exegetical materials attributed to female figures in classical sunnī quran commentaries and
analyses their significance within the pre modern genre of tafsīr

Muslim Architecture of South India

2013-06-17

what is jihad does it mean violence as many non muslims assume or does it mean peace as some muslims insist because jihad is closely associated with the early spread of islam today s debate about
the origin and meaning of jihad is nothing less than a struggle over islam itself in jihad in islamic history michael bonner provides the first study in english that focuses on the early history of
jihad shedding much needed light on the most recent controversies over jihad to some jihad is the essence of radical islamist ideology a synonym for terrorism and even proof of islam s innate
violence to others jihad means a peaceful individual and internal spiritual striving bonner however shows that those who argue that jihad means only violence or only peace are both wrong jihad
is a complex set of doctrines and practices that have changed over time and continue to evolve today the quran s messages about fighting and jihad are inseparable from its requirements of
generosity and care for the poor jihad has often been a constructive and creative force the key to building new islamic societies and states jihad has regulated relations between muslims and non
muslims in peace as well as in war and while today s jihadists are in some ways following the classical jihad tradition they have in other ways completely broken with it written for general
readers who want to understand jihad and its controversies jihad in islamic history will also interest specialists because of its original arguments
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Gender and Muslim Constructions of Exegetical Authority

2015-06-02

the essays collected in this book place this issue in its historical context and offer case studies of muslim societies from north africa to southeast asia these fascinating studies shed light on the impact
of the islamic resurgence on gender issues in iran egypt jordan pakistan oman bahrain the philippines and kuwait taken together the essays reveal the wide variety that exists among muslim
societies and believers and the complexity of the issues under consideration

Jihad in Islamic History

2008-07-28

this work situates the qur anic story of moses meeting with khiḍr sūrat al kahf 18 60 82 in an ever expanding network of intercultural and interreligious ideas about knowledge humility and
spiritual excellence where moses and khiḍr are seen as representing the ẓāhir exoteric and the bāṭin esoteric respectively

Islam, Gender, & Social Change

1998

what was the name of noah s son who did not survive the flood why do pharaoh and haman build the tower of babel for what reasons does moses travel to the ends of the earth who is the horned
one who holds back gog and magog until the day of judgement these are some of the questions answered in the oral sources and quran commentaries on the stories of the prophets as they are
understood by muslims designed as an introduction to the quran with particular emphasis on parallels with biblical tradition this book provides a concise but detailed overview of muslim prophets
from adam to muhammad each of the chapters is organized around a particular prophet including an english translation of the relevant verses of the quran and a wide selection of classical
medieval and modern muslim commentaries on those verses quran commentaries include references to sunni and shi i sources from spain central asia the middle east and africa an extensive
glossary provides an annotated list of all scholarly transmitters and cited texts with suggestions for further reading this is an excellent book for undergraduate courses and students in divinity and
seminary programmes comparisons between the quran and bible and among jewish christian and islamic exegesis are highlighted oral sources references adapted from apocryphal and
pseudepigraphical works and inter religious dialogue are all evident throughout these stories of the prophets this material shows how the quran and its interpretation are integral to a fuller and
more discerning understanding of the bible and its place in the history of western religion

Prophet Al-Khidr

2022-09-02

times are changing and with them the norms and notions of correct ness despite a wide spread belief that the bible as a sacred original only allows one translation if any new translations are
constantly produced and published for all kinds of audiences and purposes the various paradigms marked by the theological political and historical correctness of the time group and identity and
bound to certain ethics and axiomatic norms are reflected in almost every current translation project like its predecessor the current volume brings together scholars working at the intersection of
translation studies bible studies and theology all of which share a special point of interest concerning the status of the scriptures as texts fundamentally based on the act of translation and its
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recurring character it aims to breathe new life into bible translation studies unlock new perspectives and vistas of the field and present a bigger picture of how bible re translation works in society
today

Prophets in the Quran

2002-06-18

at the time of his death in 1998 at the age of 47 norman calder had become the most widely discussed scholar in his field this was largely focused on his monograph studies in early muslim
jurisprudence oxford 1993 which boldly challenged existing theories about the origins of islamic law the present volume of twenty one of his articles and book chapters represents the full richness
and diversity of calder s oeuvre from his initial doctoral research on shii islam to his later more philosophical writings on sunni hermeneutics in addition to his numerous studies on early islamic
history and jurisprudence calder s pioneering research which was based on a sensitive reading of medieval texts fully informed by contemporary critical theory often challenged the established
assumptions of the day he is known in particular for urging a reassessment of widely held prejudices which underestimated the degree of creativity in medieval islamic scholarship many of the
articles in this volume have already become classics for the fields of muslim jurisprudence and hermeneutics

[Re]Gained in Translation II

2024-02-26

islamic legal theory usūl al fiqh is literally regarded as the roots of the law whilst islamic jurists consider it to be the basis of islamic jurisprudence and thus an essential aspect of islamic law this
volume addresses the sources methods and principles of islamic law leading to an appreciation of the skills of independent juristic and legal reasoning necessary for deriving specific rulings from
the established sources of the law the articles engage critically with relevant traditional views to enable a diagnostic understanding of the different issues covering both sunnī and shī ī
perspectives on some of the issues for comparison the volume features an introductory overview of the subject as well as a comprehensive bibliography to aid further research islamic legal theory
is a complex subject which challenges the ingenuity of any expert and therefore special care has been taken to select articles for their clarity as well as their quality variety and critique to ensure
an in depth engaging and easy understanding of what is normally a highly theoretical subject

Interpretation and Jurisprudence in Medieval Islam

2022-02-13

the first book to explore how arab pop culture has succeeded in helping forge a pan arab identity where arab nationalism has failed pop culture arab world is the first volume to explore the full
scope of arab cultural life since world war ii the book reveals a homogeneous yet richly diverse culture across the arab nations in depth chapters feature radio tv particularly the satellite
revolution which has fostered a shared arab identity the press vibrant and controversial cinema once thriving now in crisis music the beating heart of modern arabness theater a largely assimilated
western import popular religion belly dance originating in the arab world western consumerism sport and the arabic language for muslims the tongue of god s final revelation at a time when
almost all we see of the middle east is violence oppressive nationalism dangerous zealotry and despair this book is a vivid reminder of the humanity of the region s diverse people
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Islamic Legal Theory

2017-03-02

the contributions of bernard weiss to the study of the principles of jurisprudence uṣūl al fiqh are recognized in a series of contributions on islamic legal theory these thirteen chapters study a range
of islamic texts and employ contemporary legal religious and hermeneutical theory to study the methodology of islamic law contributors include peter sluglett ahmed el shamsy Éric chaumont a
kevin reinhart mohammad fadel jonathan brockopp christian lange raquel m ukeles paul powers robert gleave wolfhart heinrichs joseph lowry rudolph peters frank e vogel

Pop Culture Arab World!

2004-12-15

similarities between esoteric and mystical currents in different religious traditions have long interested scholars this book takes a new look at the relationship between such currents it advances a
discussion that started with the search for religious essences archetypes and universals from william james to eranos the universal categories that resulted from that search were later criticized as
essentialist constructions and questioned by deconstructionists an alternative explanation was advanced by diffusionists that there were transfers between different traditions this book presents
empirical case studies of such constructions and of transfers between judaism christianity and islam in the premodern period and judaism christianity and western esotericism in the modern period
it shows that there were indeed transfers that can be clearly documented and that there were also indeed constructions often very imaginative it also shows that there were many cases that were
neither transfers nor constructions but a mixture of the two

Islamic Law in Theory

2014-05-09

this book contains the proceedings of the second edition of the international conference on artificial intelligence and its applications aiap 21 this edition aims to bring together leading academic
scientists international researchers and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences and research results on all aspects of artificial intelligence it also provides an interdisciplinary platform
for researchers practitioners and students to present and discuss the most recent innovations trends and concerns as well as practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
artificial intelligence this international conference offers an opportunity to bridge the gap between the artificial intelligence research community and people from the industry or working in
other research areas including smart cities big data cloud computing social networks and energy

Esoteric Transfers and Constructions

2021-04-07

islamic charity under suspicion such headlines have become familiar since the attacks on the united states on 9 11 the charitable crescent is a unique and original account of a hitherto little known
field of pivotal significance to our understanding of the muslim world today the relationship between politics and philanthropy in the workings of islamic charities based on years of research
jonathan benthall and jerome bellion jourdan explain the long tradition of philanthropy in muslim history and how it is constantly adapted to differing political contexts the pervasive connections
between charity and politics in the middle east demonstrate how naïve it is to think of humanitarianism as a sphere distinct from politics the charitable crescent covers all aspects of this topic that
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has become so relevant in today s world who is entitled to benefit from muslim alms can material relief aid be de linked from political or sometimes even violent action how can public trust both
western and islamic in welfare delivery systems be won who is entitled to interpret islamic doctrine is there one universal tradition of humanitarianism or many traditions defined by cultural
history this book offers rich practical insights highly relevant to today s highly tense international climate and also encourages the reader to challenge the common western assumption that we are
the exclusive providers of aid to rescue a passive third world interesting rewarding and timely this is an important book caroline moorhead

Artificial Intelligence and Its Applications

2022-03-11

this book is a collection of valuable articles written by eminent scholars belonging to various religioous denominatins and researchers and teachers of islamic studies the book is also mean to cater
the requirements of the students of comparative religions and islamology

The Charitable Crescent

2003-08-22

an alternate approach to islamic art emphasizing literary over historical contexts and reception over production in visual arts and music

World Religions and Islam

2003

this book explores the struggle and differences between the current governmental power the akp and the gülen movement the leading civic islamic movement in turkey it discusses the history
of relations between the akp and the gülen movement and analyzes the reasons that caused tensions and eventually a radical rupture between them in order to help readers to better understand
the difference between political islam and civil islam the project explains the political theology of each group and compares them to each other the author explains the human rights violations
restrictions on the media and the destruction of democratic institutions in erdogan s new turkey project this is an ideal monograph for scholars interested in the middle east sociology and political
islam

What is “Islamic” Art?

2019-10-10

in the early 1970s accompanying the current wave of globalization conservative nationalist religious movements began using religion to oppose non democratic and often western oriented
regimes reasserting patriarchal gender relations presumably authorized by religion has been central to these movements at the fourth united nations congress on women in beijing in 1995 muslim
and catholic delegations from diverse countries united to oppose provisions on sexuality reproductive rights women s health and women s rights as human rights in this book scholars from eight
different muslim and catholic communities analyze the political strategies that women are employing in these contexts ranging from acceptance of traditional doctrines to various forms of
resistance religious reinterpretation innovation and political action toward change and equal rights
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Political Islamists in Turkey and the Gülen Movement

2019-10-28

proceedings of a workshop held dec 6 7 2007 at the university centre saint ignatius antwerp

Globalization, Religion and Gender

2016-09-23

this book brings together scientists researchers practitioners and students from academia and industry to present recent and ongoing research activities concerning the latest advances techniques
and applications of natural language processing systems and to promote the exchange of new ideas and lessons learned taken together the chapters of this book provide a collection of high quality
research works that address broad challenges in both theoretical and applied aspects of intelligent natural language processing the book presents the state of the art in research on natural language
processing computational linguistics applied arabic linguistics and related areas new trends in natural language processing systems are rapidly emerging and finding application in various domains
including education travel and tourism and healthcare among others many issues encountered during the development of these applications can be resolved by incorporating language technology
solutions the topics covered by the book include character and speech recognition morphological syntactic and semantic processing information extraction information retrieval and question
answering text classification and text mining text summarization sentiment analysis machine translation building and evaluating linguistic resources and intelligent language tutoring systems

Islam

2009

this is an important and prestigious volume showcasing leading progressive islamic thinkers it includes new essay by controversial public intellectual and muslim scholar tariq ramadan it offers
strong appeal to policymakers and as well as students and scholars of religion and the middle east how are muslims to reconcile their beliefs with the pressures and imperatives of the modern
world how should they handle the tension between their roles as private citizens and their religious affiliations and identities this groundbreaking volume shows in what ways prominent
muslim intellectuals have themselves attempted to bridge the gap by recasting traditional islamic notions in the light of contemporary understandings of equality justice and pluralism the
contributors to the book examine the tradition that they seek to reform in relation to the human rights ethic of the modern world the new wave of islamic thinking which they represent
emerges as multi stranded rather than defined by a single trend or doctrine themes covered include a deconstruction of patriarchal interpretations of the qur an the distinctions between universal
and context specific parts of islamic texts a re contextualisation of shari a law and a critique of religious jurisprudence particularly where this impacts on matters of sex and gender old texts are re
interpreted through the lived situations of real people today the result is an indispensable portrayal of progressive islamic thought in the twenty first century which will be an invaluable
resource for students and scholars of religion ethics and middle east studies

In-between Spaces

2017-11-17

this publication assumes that the modern context of plurality requires universities and higher education to support studying plural religious traditions in depth giving due consideration to plural
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religious and secular perspectives and providing opportunities for interaction between them there are various ways to realise these aims success may be supported or hindered by various
structures and concepts prevalent in universities or by different schools of thought on the nature of religions on their relation to each other and on their place in society religions and theologies
can be studied in parallel in cooperation in dialogue or through integrative approaches the differing theoretical positions and contextual conditions institutional social political within which inter
religious learning takes place are an important focus of this publication both for the possibilities they open up and the limitations they pose this publication builds on the presentations and
discussions of scholars participating at a conference at the university of hamburg in december 2018 with some additional contributions from others in the field who were unable to attend in person

Intelligent Natural Language Processing: Trends and Applications

2011-02-25

New Directions in Islamic Thought

2020

Pluralisation of Theologies at European Universities
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